When it’s time to understand your work environment,

WHERE WILL YOU START?
As the cost of real estate continues to rise and the office environment evolves, it’s no surprise that more companies
retool their workspaces to be more efficient, collaborative and creative for their valuable employees. But, how can
you begin to make decisions that truly transform your company’s work environment without knowing if you have all
the right information?
AVUITY Location Analytics can help you answer:
How do we verify internal requests for additional workspace?
Where do your employees spend their time—individually and in groups?
Where do different departments interact?
How many employees visit the building/campus on any given day?
What is the usage vs. capacity, what space can be consolidated?
What is the cost of the wasted space?

AVUITY DELIVERS ACCURATE, TIMELY INFORMATION
THAT HELPS ORGANIZATIONS MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS
ABOUT THE USAGE OF THEIR SPACE AND IMPROVE
FACILITY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

AVUITY provides several
different employee
tracking options to help
you collect the most
comprehensive space
utilization data:

Badge:
Understand when individuals
enter and leave a building.

Sensors:
Detail monitoirng
of office seating.

On-Person
Track an individuals’ motion via
a device’s wireless connection.

AVUITY Location Analytics solutions not only collects valuable space management data,
but also provides tools for data interpretation. Our proprietary SaaS progam equips users
with instant access to a variety of reports, including “heat maps” of your work environment—
showing firsthand, and in real time, how employees use their space.

To improve processes and meet the needs of employees, the office environment will continue to evolve.
Don’t make the mistake of not having a full understanding of your current space utilization before making any
real estate decisions. AVUITY can provide answers to help you make the right real estate decisions.

Contact Jay Berkemeyer at 513.527.0201 or jberkemeyer@AVUITY.com.

TECHNOLOGY AND ANALYTICS FOR SPACE UTILIZATION
AVUITY is an independent, specialized workplace consulting practice that helps organizations make faster, better informed decisions about the current space utilization in their facilities and
campuses. Using a series of real-time data collection devices and techniques, along with its proprietary monitoring and measurement software, AVUITY delivers smarter solutions that ultimately
improve future efficiency decisions and guide the change management recommendations for future space designs.

